Mechano-Stimulation Triggers Turgor Changes Associated with Trap Closure in the Darwin Plant Dionaea muscipula
Dear Editor, The Darwin plant, also known as the Venus flytrap, Dionaea muscipula, has fascinated people since Darwin's time. The plant lives in nutrient-poor habitats but has been able to overcome the limitations of its surroundings by evolving a carnivorous lifestyle, particularly by modifying its leaves into active traps to catch animals. When flies, ants, or other small animals touch mechano-sensitive hairs protruding from the inner surface of the bi-lobed trap, it shuts within a fraction of a second.
As shown by Escalante-Perez et al. (2011) , an insect bending the trigger hairs electrically excites the trap and fosters the production of the touch hormone (OPDA). Thus, visitors seem to convert formerly touch-insensitive trap sectors into mechano-sensitive ones. As insects struggle to escape, the resultant consecutive mechano-electrical stimulation increases the level of touch hormone and, as a result of hormone action, glands covering the inner epidermis of the closed trap release an acidic hydrolase cocktail (Schulze et al., 2012) . Exposed to this lytic medium inside the hermetically sealed trap, the prey is digested and nitrogen-rich compounds are absorbed by the same, initially secretory, glands (Scherzer et al., 2013) . Compared to the human body, therefore, the flytrap serves as mouth, stomach, and intestine all together.
The fast closure of the open mouth-like Venus flytrap has been explained by two distinct mechanisms, acidic-induced cell wall loosening, or rapid loss of turgor pressure (Volkov et al., 2008) . Recently, Forterre et al. (2005) suggested the importance of elastic deformations during fast trap closure. They proposed that a rapid flipping between two stable mechanical states (concave-convex) underlies trap closure. In this study, in order to monitor volume changes and displacement of trap lobes within the capture organ, which are associated with steps preceding flytrap closure, we here recorded movements of both trap lobes and sectors thereof with high-speed thermal imaging (cover photo, Figure 1 and Supplemental Movies 1 and 2). The temperature landscapes of open flytraps and visiting ants were monitored using the radiometric mode of a thermosensory infra-red camera (CMT 256 HS) equipped with a CMT sensor. We ask the question, whether ultrasensitive thermography can reveal local heat production, which might be associated with metabolic processes leading to trap closure.
To induce flytrap capture through a physiological trigger, we used forceps to place ants onto capture organs whilst they were in the open state. Forcep manipulation of the ants very often resulted in wounding of the peripheral organs (e.g. antennae and legs), meaning that the ants were bleeding hemolymph. Because hemolymph transpiration cooling is associated with these wounds, the ants' movement could be monitored as cool spots (please note color coding) as they wandered around the trap surface (cover image, Supplemental Movies 1 and 2). Ants touching a single trigger hair twice or more than one hair consecutively induced fast closure of the trap. This fast buckling of the trap's two lobes, which has previously been observed through recordings of trap closure, has been interpreted to reflect the release of accumulated elastic energy at a distinct spot (Forterre et al., 2005) . This is in parallel to our observations where no active heat production in the closing trap was obvious (Supplemental Movies 1-4).
To enable reproducible monitoring of the mechanics of the capture organ, we replaced the ant with trigger hair displacements using a needle (Supplemental Movies 3 and 4). Once the mechano-sensor was touched, the open trap transiently moved relative to the camera. This change in focus/angle resulted in characteristic changes in the reflection of heat, which are merely movement artifacts ( Figure 1A) . Following the second mechano-stimulation, fast trap closure elicited large heat reflection signals. We quantified these signals and the kinetics of trap lobe movement after the second triggerinitiated trap lobe buckling (Figure 1 ). 350 ms after the second stimulus, the fast trap movement started and fast closure was completed within 500 ms. In the region where buckling originated, a transient small heat reflection (asterisks in Figure 1 ) preceded fast lobe movement, and we were able to consistently resolve and image this reflection from both a top ( Figure 1A ) and a side view ( Figure 1B ). These small heat reflexes point to very small changes in trap-angle, which originate from local turgor changes initiating trap closure. In the 12 experiments performed, the trapping action was associated with heat reflexes rather than heat production by the lobes. These signals evoked by high-speed high-resolution infra-red measurements may thus indicate that relax of elastic energy by local turgor changes and not metabolic processes induce collapse of the meta-stable trap.
In general in plant cells, and especially in Dionaea traps, electrical excitation and travelling action potentials have been associated with calcium signals and ion channels (Hodick and Sievers, 1988; Hedrich, 2012) . Recently, we showed that trap performance and insect capture of Dionaea traps are controlled by the same drought hormone, abscisic acid (ABA) (EscalantePerez et al., 2011) , which triggers turgor changes in guard cells via anion channel-induced membrane depolarization (Ueda et al., 2010; Geiger et al., 2011 and references therein; Imes et al., 2013) . Based on our findings, one may speculate, about scenarios that would allow trap excitation-contraction coupling in Dionaea. With cells exhibiting electro-motoric center (hot spot) action-potential-by-action-potential, cytosolic calcium concentration rises during mechanical stimulation. Once a threshold is passed, calcium-and voltage-sensitive ion channels open. As a result, ion and associated water fluxes change turgor directly or via modification of the elasticity modulus of the cell wall. The release of accumulated elastic energy at the hot spot (Forterre et al., 2005) will initiate forward flipping between the concave and convex states, thus underlying fast buckling of the trap's two lobes. (A) Top view: High-speed high-resolution infra-red measurements of trigger hair displacements and fast closure. The two windows mark the regions of interest. The measurements for the two traces are displayed. At 0.56 s and 2.9 s, a single sensory hair was stimulated. Upon touching the sensory structure, the mirrored direction of the deflections shown in the graph represents transient thermal reflection rather than temperature changes. Following the second mechanical stimulus, at 3.4 s, large-amplitude changes reflect the kinetics of movement of both trap lobes. (B) A similar measurement as in (A), but from a side view. The mirrored artifact right before onset of fast trap closure (asterisks), at high resolution, points to pre-closure turgor changes in the marked windows of interest. 
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